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Abstract 

 

The article treats the context and inner life large family firms. The dominant question 

posed is what characterizes the largest Swedish family firms, some of which fully meet 

the definition of family dynasties while others only partially do so. The goal is to create 

a deeper understanding of the owners‟ motives and behavior without, however, 

determining whether or not it is an effective form of ownership. The empirical 

comparison, based on a set of new concepts, includes problems associated with 

generational transfers and evolving public economic policy. One finding is that the first 

generations of the dynasties broke with the accepted institutional rules and industrial 

logic of the time. In opposition to, or in cooperation with, the controlling authorities, 

they changed market conditions, thereby creating opportunity space that allowed them 

to become established and to grow. In order to achieve these changes in market 

conditions, they had to function as lobbyists or created strong relationships with those 

possessing political power. Through their enterprises, they created new markets. Once 

the firms became large employers, and thus important for the country‟s labor market, 

they also attracted the attention of politicians. Another finding is the preaching of value 

creating philosophies – hobbyhorses with strategic content that disciplines and guides 

the employees of the dynasty and the ownership sphere‟s companies. 
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Breaking the Industrial Logic – a Comparative Study of Swedish 

Family Dynasties  
 

 

The world is full of dynasties, many of them in the economic sphere. Among the 

international financial and industrial dynasties familiar names such as Rockefeller, 

Rothschild, Morgan, Ford, Porsche, Agnelli (Fiat), Toyoda (Toyota) and Bombardier 

are to be found. Many started as merchant houses, bank firms and investment bankers. 

Others, such as the Rockefellers in petroleum, accumulated their fortunes through the 

exploitation of natural resources during the industrial breakthrough. In addition, there 

are several family dynasties that have their roots in the rapidly expanding production of 

vehicles during the 20
th

 century.
1
 There are even examples of dynasties that after many 

splendid decades have expired or been reduced to passive ownership in socially 

beneficial foundations. 

 

Characteristic of a dynasty is that a family or a group of relatives has over the 

generations succeeded in first obtaining and then maintaining a dominant position in 

some regard. In the political sphere, there are royal families and princely and ducal 

houses within which political power has been inherited from one generation to the next. 

Sometimes the word dynasty is used synonymously with an entire period in a nation‟s 

history – an era – when a particular king or emperor has held political power. The epic 

novel “Buddenbrooks”, by the German author Thomas Mann, has provided a 

supposedly typical lifecycle of a family firm - sometimes referred to as “Buddenbrooks 

Dynamics. It consists of three stages or generations – creation, maintenance and 

decline. The founder builds up his enterprise, often on the basis of a clever innovation, 

the second generation administers the firm without further innovations and the third 

concentrates on interests other than those of the founder, including self-indulgent 

luxurious living, and the fortune is dissipated.
2
 

 

Given this negative stereotype of family entrepreneurship, it is important to determine 

objective criteria for defining a family dynasty in the business world. A firm must have 

been owned by a particular family for at least four generations in order to be considered 
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a dynasty. This criterion eliminates those firms that have strictly followed Thomas 

Mann‟s posited life cycle, despite that model‟s firm hold on the public‟s perception 

(“Shirt sleeves to shirt sleeves in three generations”).  In addition, at least one of the 

companies controlled by the family must be of sufficient size to be considered a 

worldwide leader in its industry. Family control, however, need not be concentrated in 

a single industry but can be spread over various economic activities as long as the total 

market value of the holdings amount to a substantial sum. Thirdly, it is necessary that 

the family has sufficient influence in their country and society that government and 

parliament are influenced by the family‟s views on important national economic 

question, and thus that it can influence the rules of the game in the business world.  

Such influence can take the form of family representatives having access to government 

ministers, being regularly consulted concerning government studies and reports as well 

as being able to successfully use lobbyists to protect and advance the family‟s interests 

when government decision makers act. 

 

The dominant question posed in this chapter is what characterizes the largest Swedish 

family firms, some of which fully meet the definition of family dynasties while others 

only partially do so. For the sake of convenience, all these firms are referred to as 

dynasties even if they fall into two separate groups: emerging and fully mature 

dynasties. This distinction is based on the demand for a minimum of four generations of 

extensive family entrepreneurship. The emerging dynasties fail to meet this requirement 

but do satisfy the other two criteria. Sometimes the term ownership sphere is used to 

designate a conglomerate of firms controlled by a single family – such is also done in 

this chapter.  

 

The goal is to create a deeper understanding of the owners‟ motives and behavior 

without, however, determining whether or not it is an effective form of ownership. 

First, an overall description of the role of these dynasties in economic history is 

presented. It emphasizes their origin, industry and company control systems. This 

presentation is followed by a theoretical discussion of concepts that capture further 

typical aspects of these largest firms. The last section consists of a comparative analysis 
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of the largest family firms. Among these, Bonniers, Johnsons and the Wallenberg 

sphere are fully mature dynasties, while Kamprad, Persson, Rausing and Stenbeck are 

family firms that in the future might develop into mature dynasties. Currently, however, 

they remain emerging dynasties. The comparison includes both general and specific 

aspects of these dynasties, as well as the problems associated with generational 

transfers and evolving public economic policy. 

 

 

Family Dynasties in the Age of Capitalism 

 

Family dynasties have often gone through the following development pattern: the 

founder of a family firm possess entrepreneurial skills that have made it possible for 

him or her to develop a technological, organizational or marketing innovation. 

Succeeding generations have then expanded the enterprise and a number of principles, 

based on successes and as well as failures, for operating the family- owned business has 

been developed. Financial crises may have forced the ownership family to rely on 

outside assistance from banks, national and local government funds, relatives, friends 

and other outside financiers, in order to guarantee continued control of the enterprise. 

At these critical points, the market‟s confidence in the ownership family is tested, as 

well as its‟ social usefulness in the case of cabinet ministers with government funds to 

allocate. During prosperous economic times, a financial base making further growth of 

the enterprise possible is built up. Knowledge capital is renewed through recruitment, 

preferably within the family. Thus, a number of family members is placed in elite 

schools and/or are guided through a practical training program. As a second best 

solution, should the necessary capability not to be found with in the family, highly 

promising outside individuals with a suitable education are recruited. They will then be 

schooled in the business, tested in various positions, imbued with the family‟s 

traditional values and, through their work, contribute to maintaining family control.  

 

If success had continued, which would depend not just on the profitability of the firms 

in question but also on the political climate, an ownership group might, after a few 
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generations, develop into a dynasty. The controlling companies will have grown and 

some will have become well known trademarks. Within the family, strong identity with 

the enterprise, together with pride over what past and present generations have 

accomplished for the benefit of the family, the nation and/or the entire society will 

develop. Controlling holdings will often be protected through various arrangements, 

e.g. shares with differing votes, cross ownership and/or overlapping boards of directors.  

 

Within the family, the practical ownership experience will have created a deeper 

understanding of the dynamic mechanisms in the economy. It will have created a silent 

knowledge of what constitutes a winning ownership philosophy. This, in turn, will have 

been convincingly transferred to the leading officers in the firms controlled by the 

family. The network of principal executives will establish the boundary between the 

firms that “are ours” and those that belong to “others”. These selected individuals have 

entered into an informal contract with the owners requiring absolute loyalty to their 

own sphere. Should the owners detect signs of insufficient loyalty by their associates, 

various methods are available to restore order: the network can operate both to include 

and to exclude. Perhaps not as drastic as the Godfather – “never go against the family” 

– but effective nonetheless. At the same time, the ownership control of large family-

owned firms was characterized by caution and careful consideration, keeping in mind 

that the high regard in which the family was held was always at risk. The family was 

now motivated not only by entrepreneurial consideration but also by regard for dynastic 

aspects. Thus, even the recounting of the family‟s history was an important aspect of 

the efforts to maintain the family‟s prominent position within the business world. 

Another aspect of a fully mature dynasty is the funneling of part of its profits into 

foundations. Here, several different motives can a play a role: to create a culture of 

donations, to avoid taxes, as a buffer during economic downturns or to exclude 

unreliable relatives and family members from ownership influence. 

 

This schematic presentation implies that the road to becoming a family dynasty is a 

long one and that it is only after the fact that it is possible to decide whether or not the 

firm has become a dynasty. Furthermore, it is uncommon for a firm to be founded with 
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the goal of developing into a dynasty. Within some of the family firms that today bear 

the label of a dynasty, however, it is possible to trace signs of a dynastic drive all the 

way back to their infancy. A classic example is the founding of the Wallenberg dynasty 

through the financial and industrial operations in the late 19
th

 and early 20
th

 century by 

André Oscar Wallenberg and his two sons.
3
 But it is not sufficient that the family had 

the intention of building a corporate empire – a number of fortunate circumstances are 

also required for their vision to be realized. Here the political climate and the 

entrepreneurial possibilities play a role. In the case of the Wallenbergs, the road to 

success might have come to an abrupt end with a financial crisis as early as 1878/1879. 

The Swedish state, however, decided to save the family bank from sinking beneath the 

waves. The opposite occurred in the case of the financier Ivar Kreuger. Absent the Wall 

Street Crash his empire might well have evolved into a dynasty. Also in that case, the 

Swedish state had a finger in the pie. During the 1980s, even some speculators – Erik 

Penser, Robert Weill and Anders Wall – might, under more favorable circumstances, 

have joined the exclusive ranks of the dynasty founders.  

 

The academic literature concerning long lived family firms, in which studies of family 

dynasties play only a modest role, emphasizes the importance of carefully considered 

decisions and low levels of debt in achieving success. The explanation for a degree of 

care is that the social cost of an error can be great since a bankruptcy is likely not only 

to wipe out the family‟s fortune, but also to destroy its reputation for business 

competence. Family firms have been said to resemble ants who opt to continue 

accumulating assets and growing organically as compared to non-family controlled 

joint stock companies – the grasshoppers – who use purchases and mergers to grow 

more quickly, but at the cost of greater debt and widely dispersed ownership. 

Moreover, the grasshoppers occasionally crash land while the ants often stick to 

previously traveled paths that lead straight to their goal.
4
 

 

Tending to offset this positive picture is the fact that family dynasties have had a 

tendency to accumulate substantial amounts of market power which has resulted not 

only in more or less permanent monopolies but has also stifled other new entrepreneurs. 
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Thus family dynasties can be harmful to the economy by forming both economic and 

political alliances resulting in higher consumer prices and by hindering new innovations 

and preventing the growth of profitable small businesses The political ties were 

intended to create various advantages, including tax rules, which, if successful, gave a 

competitive edge vis a vis other firms. It is also argued that family firms were bastions 

of male exclusivity where closed brotherly networks, with in-law aspects and other 

types of corruption, ruled. In a world striving for openness, family firms thus constitute 

a threat to democratic values since their structure lacks transparency and the 

organizations have motives for obscuring some of their behavior.
5
 The structure of 

family dynasties tends to reflect institutions and culture that exist in the countries where 

they operate. In countries with high tax rates, there might be incentives to safeguard the 

family fortune by shifting ownership and profits to countries with less onerous tax 

systems, which, in turn, results in complex legal structures. In developing countries 

with corrupt and difficult to navigate governments there are other reasons for making 

dynastic arrangements more opaque.  

 

In the industrial countries, family dynasties developed in parallel with a tendency for 

the ownership and the administration of firms to become increasingly separate, a trend 

that began with the emergence of large American firms in the post-World War II 

period. The challenge now faced by the family controlled firms was to create the 

conditions necessary for continued investments and innovations while still retaining 

ownership control within the family. Many families failed in this endeavor and were 

forced to abandon control to an independent management and/or to accept a widely 

dispersed ownership including both private and public owners. Other families, 

however, succeeded in maintaining control even when their firms needed additional 

risk capital in order to keep up with domestic competition as well as 

internationalization. In this regard, the importance of persevering private capitalists 

proved to be decisive. Research on the topic has demonstrated that family dynasties 

were created on the overlapping border between breakthrough innovations and 

entrepreneurial leadership. The fact that innovations often take substantial amounts of 

time and requires support from actors well versed in the industry presents an advantage 
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to long-term owners, such as a family. As a result, many surviving foreign and Swedish 

family dynasties display a high level of industrial competence that has enabled them 

capable of leading and developing their control spheres over a long period of time.
6
 

 

The history of the fully mature Swedish family dynasties goes back to the industrial 

breakthrough in Sweden during the second half of the nineteenth century. The emerging 

dynasties, on the other hand, can only be traced back to the post World War II period. 

All of these dynasties are considered to be Swedish since they were founded by 

Swedish citizens, and their first incorporation was registered in Sweden. We should, 

however, be aware that control of the family fortune might over time have shifted 

abroad. Such, for example, is the case with the Kamprad and Rausing families and their 

controlling companies. In some dynasties, the key holdings, or even the family 

company itself, might not be listed on any stock market. This situation applies, among 

others, to Bonniers, IKEA, Johnsons and Tetra Laval. In several cases, the ownership is 

associated with large fortunes. Ingvar Kamprad and Stefan Persson (H&M) have 

appeared on lists of the 20 richest individuals in the world, while the Rausing family 

has long been among the richest families in the United Kingdom. 

 

In terms of the market value of their controlling interests, H&M is in first place among 

Swedish stock market listed holdings, while the fully mature Wallenberg sphere is in 

second place. The latter‟s largest holdings are Investor, Saab, Electrolux, SKF, 

StoraEnso (STORA), Atlas Copco, Ericsson, SEB, OMX, ABB, SAS and Astra 

Zeneca. Next among the ownership spheres list on the Stockholm Exchange is the 

Handelsbanken Group, that traditionally has lacked family ownership but in which the 

Lundberg family slowly but surely is accumulating ownership influence through direct 

ownership of the companies controlled by Handelsbanken‟s foundations and its holding 

company Industrivärden. Furthermore, Fredrik Lundberg is represented on the boards 

of Industrivärden and Svenska Handelsbanken. A combination of the Lundberg and 

Handelsbanken spheres would form the basis of an additional Swedish family dynasty. 

In fourth place among the listed ownership groups is the Stenbeck sphere, with its 

controlling holdings in Kinnevik, Metro, MTG, Tele2, Millicom and Korsnäs.
7
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How Should Family Dynasties be Studied 

 

When family dynasties are examined, an inter-weaving of entrepreneurship, blood 

bands, ownership power, leadership, as well as political and economic history, is 

revealed. Every such study thus stretches over a number of academic disciplines such 

as business economics, economic history, ethnology ad sociology. This, in turn, creates 

a challenge to find concepts that are sufficiently wide to encompass broad questions, 

while at the same time developing analytical tools that are sufficiently precise to guide 

us through the empirical material to appropriate general conclusions. Here I intend to 

advocate several concepts that will assist in the continuing search for characteristics of 

both mature and emerging family dynasties.
8
 

 

A general assumption concerning a prosperous society with a rapid rate of innovation 

and a high level of employment is that private owners – control owners – that actively 

reformulate economic activity and thus guarantee a constant (industrial) renewal are 

required. History has demonstrated that the most common type of such control owners 

are individuals or families who exercise long-term active ownership in firms. To be 

such an active owner requires at least an ownership interest amounting to at least 5 % 

of the share votes or a role as the firm‟s principal provider of credit, as well having a 

seat on the board of directors and that this position is used to closely follow and help 

direct the functions of the firm. The latter refers to participation in decisions that 

concern the company‟s long-term direction, changes in high level personnel and 

sometimes even direct leadership. It should be noted that establishing exact borders for 

these activities involves considerable difficulty and, thus, that the percentages and 

absolute numbers presented here should be viewed as approximations.  

 

For a holding to be labeled long-term, it must have passed through at least two 

downturns, i.e. have remained stable during two periods of weak demand and low 

profitability. In view of the varying length of downturns, both generally and in 

particular industries, ownership measured in years should not be less than a decade to 
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be considered long-term. At the board of directors‟ level, this implies that one or more 

individuals representing the ownership interest served on the board during the period in 

question. 

 

Both the requirements concerning the length and extent of long-term ownership seem 

modest in the case of family dynasties since these often involve 100% owned 

companies and core holdings that stretch over several generations. If stricter 

requirements are prescribed, however, families that have minority positions in large 

multinational firms and/or follow strategies that involve the buying and selling of firms 

would be excluded. Thus, for example, the Wallenberg dynasty would fall outside our 

area of study. Moreover, the qualitative aspects may well be more important. This is to 

say, what is the true goal of the active long-term ownership control that is often 

concentrated in a majority owned investment or holding company or a family 

foundation? It therefore makes sense to take the view that long-term active ownership 

in the case family dynasties implies that the family assumes responsibility for industrial 

renewal and restructuring while at the same time stable ownership provides job security 

and the financial backing needed to undertake investments that can only be expected to 

be profitable in the long-run. This definition fits well as an over-arching concept of 

long-term ownership as practiced by the successful family dynasties. 

 

A characteristic common to the family dynasties is that they possess networking 

capacity. That means the ability to create, as well as to renew and widen trusting 

relationship with other individuals or groups of individuals. The level of network 

capacity guides the controlling owner in his choices regarding human capital, personal 

competence and information. Access to a relationships based network of high quality 

makes it easier for the owner to achieve predetermined economic goals. Moreover, the 

social network facilitates taking quick advantage of opportunities as they arise. 

Effective utilization networking capacity reduces transaction costs associated with 

creating trust in business transactions as well as the ability keep, renew and expand the 

available stock of competence within the controlled company. It also increases the 

ability to encourage individuals, political parties, interest organizations and enterprises 
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outside the family‟s business sphere to take an interest in the future of the companies. A 

high networking capacity is a prerequisite for a living dynasty. 

 

Within a network economy, relationship capital plays a central role. The concept is 

based on the value that individuals create in working together to coordinate economic 

activities: cooperation that leads to relationship capital often creates economic value. 

The concept of relationship capital assumes that relationships with other individuals 

have a value beyond the purely social. This economic value assumes in turn that 

relationships are the solution to the problem of creating trust and arenas for transactions 

and commercial exchange. A large relationship capital reduces the uncertainty in 

exchanges while dishonest and fraudulent behavior is exposed. Traditional market 

pricing only includes those aspects that can be quantified to fit into a cost and revenue 

analysis. Relationship capital therefore lies outside the market model. Nonetheless, 

repeated commercial market transactions require some amount of relationship capital.  

 

Relationship capital within a family dynasty is associated with the arenas where future 

generations are prepared to administer their inheritances. The family home is probably 

the most important such arena. Questions dealing with the enterprises‟ strategies are 

discussed and thus passed on to the younger family members. Specific occasions when 

values and attitudes are passed on occur when business friends and associates are 

invited into the home. Festive celebrations, extended family dinners and ceremonies are 

other events when the backwards and forwards relationships within the extended family 

are reinforced. These gatherings generate exchanges of ideas across the generations and 

create emotional values that facilitate the reproduction of relationships, the socialization 

of new family members and the building of relationship capital.
9
 

 

One last concept that needs to be introduced is that of value creating philosophies. 

Within organizations, a flora of mottos, taboos and relationship rules that serve as 

guideposts for the staff of the enterprise often emerge. In their simplest form, these are 

brief exhortations to think and act in a certain way. They are often the result of bitter 

experiences that have resulted in the erection of warning signs to prevent a repetition of 
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the same mistake. If it concerns something that has caused major damage to the 

enterprise in the past, it can result in straight forward bans, the seriousness of which 

new employees are quickly made aware and informed that violations will end the 

possibility of a career in the organization. The form that these informal rules varies 

widely, from anecdotes of greater or less veracity, which are conveyed in a humorous 

tone, to serious, ethically loaded commandments intended to train and educate staff 

members to take responsibility for various tasks. These latter are not infrequently 

associated with warnings of possible disciplinary consequences.  

 

The purpose of these “rules of the game” is to persuade the staff to increase the 

enterprise‟s profitability and market value. In the case of family dynasties, these 

unwritten laws are an important aspect of company administration. The family‟s 

leading individuals have often been known to write a “testament” listing the “laws”, or 

by some other method convey to the succeeding generation and the rest of the decision 

making staff what are the most important ideas to hold on to in the future. These 

collections of acquired insights and knowledge are what I have chosen to call value- 

creating philosophies. Even when they have been considered to be value creating, 

however, it has not always been the case that they have had the intended result. 

Sometimes they have contributed to inertia and faulty strategic choices. Such empirical 

cases will be discussed below. 

 

 

Comparisons Among Swedish Family Dynasties 

 

It is clear that today‟s family dynasties began on a small scale, for example a new type 

of container for liquids (tetrahedrons, Tetra Pak) or Windsor (spindle) chairs that could 

be placed in a package and left on a farmer‟s milk pickup platform (IKEA). The 

common characteristic is that the individual or individuals involved challenged 

previously existing products or procedures with creative thinking and entrepreneurship. 

An idea had been transformed into a prototype and had become an innovation with 

large scale production. In its earliest phases, the entrepreneurial activity had often 
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required access to outside capital, such as a bank loan, risk capital or some other source 

of seed capital. Once profits started to accumulate, the family firm‟s need for financiers 

declined substantially and it is worth noting that many companies belonging to family 

dynasties are unlisted: they simply had no need for the stock market in order to expand. 

Being stock market listed, moreover, is associated with substantial costs. In addition, 

living constantly in the spotlight from the market and media increases transactions 

costs. It is even likely that avoiding the public scrutiny associated with the so called 

“quarterly report capitalism” permits company operational flexibility and practices that 

otherwise would not be possible. Two arguments commonly offered by control owners 

who have avoided having their firms listed are that the market is inefficient in valuing 

strategic choices and that it is beneficial to not be dependent on (short sighted) owners 

and financiers who do not share the family‟s goals. This ideal world, however, is only 

attainable if the need for investment and liquid capital can be meet in some other way. 

Yet another motive for staying away from the stock exchange is that it might make it 

possible for the family, as controlling owners, to act in their own financial interest, even 

at the expense of the firm. 

 

 

Stick to What You Know, or Not 

 

The founding of a family firm on the basis of a given innovation will connect the firm 

to a particular industry of economic activity. Most dynasties have retained their 

principal enterprise within the same industry over all the generations. The third 

generation of H&M still is in the clothing business, just like the founder, Erling Person, 

was during the 1950s and 1960s. Similarly, Dan Olsson, exactly like his father and 

grandfather, is still a ship owner on the West Coast of Sweden. The Bonnier family has 

sold books and newspapers for six generations. The oldest daughter of Fredrik 

Lundberg is in the process of being prepared for leadership in the real estate empire her 

grandfather built up. The list need not be made any longer. The pattern is apparent – 

most dynasties stick to the industry where their story originated. But the original 

innovation has, of course, been developed and improved, as in the case of the IKEA 
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distribution system, the packaging at Tetra Pak and the marketing and design 

departments within H&M. The most vigorous large family firms are thus characterized 

by a continuously ongoing development and spread into new areas of the innovation 

around which the enterprise originated. Still, there are a number of exceptions to the 

maxim of sticking to what you know. The enterprises within the Stenbeck sphere have 

moved further and further away from the original core activity while in the case of the 

Lundberg sphere a recent broadening has occurred with forestry, mechanical 

engineering and finance now complementing the original real estate holdings. 

 

Several of the family dynasties followed the common structural evolution that occurred 

during the second half of the 20
th

 century. First diversification through the forming of 

conglomerates which was then reversed through corporate pruning and outsourcing 

resulting in a return to emphasis on core competence and activities. Viewing the 

changes in enterprise structure from World War II until the beginning of the 21
st
 

century reveals a chain of events in the form of cause and effect. The strict legislation 

against increased concentration in the economy during the 1950s resulted in a 

diversified and decentralized concern structure. Conglomerates were the extreme 

examples of this tendency. As such, they were glorified both by business theoreticians 

and practical businessmen. They were considered the ultimate form of enterprise 

organization. These developments were inspired by the unparalleled success of 

American firms and the new management ideas coming from that country. After only a 

few years, researchers could report that European firms were catching up with their 

American colleagues in the race to establish divisional corporate structures. While the 

share of multi-divisional large firms in America had risen from 20 per cent to 77 per 

cent during the 20 years preceding 1969, by then the shares in Germany, France, Italy 

and Great Britain had reached 40, 43, 26 and 70 per cent respectively. These 

developments were taken as evidence that the multi-divisional firms were in the process 

of marginalizing all other forms of corporate organization.
10

 

 

Conglomerates had their own theoretical framework and had a major impact on 

corporate organization in the Western World. Even by the beginning of the 1970s, 
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however, the practice came to be viewed as burdensome. The endless mixture of 

activities led by a financially dedicated leadership eventually led to fewer opportunities 

to innovate, improve products and broaden markets. The pendulum thus swung back in 

the direction of increased focus on core activities, hopefully to improve the utilization 

of resources and to increase profits. The new mottos were outsourcing, back to basics 

and downsizing. Profits depended largely not on productivity increases but on the 

purchase and sale of firms: first by creating diversified companies and then by 

dismantling them. In terms of corporate control, the center of gravity shifted from 

independent managements to institutional investors who demanded short-term results. 

Most of the new investors had no interest in active industrial ownership. The turnover 

of ownership capital became increasingly rapid and was less and less used as a tool for 

long-term value creation.
11

 

 

Many large Swedish firms followed the American pattern and became increasingly 

diversified. Among these were Wallenberg owned companies such as Swedish Match 

and Astra, but it also included firms without strong leadership owners such as Volvo 

(Procordia). The American norm, however, was historically far from new. A large 

family firm that had started to diversify at an early stage was the Johnson group. During 

Consul General Axel Axelsson Johnson‟s time, the second generation after the founder 

and entrepreneur Axel Johnson, the enterprise was expanded into a very diverse group 

of firms. The traditional trading activity was complemented with industrial, 

transportation and building firms. This pattern was not unusual among merchant houses 

during the breakthrough of industrialization. During the next generation under mining 

engineer Axel Axelsson Johnson, the concern was effectively a conglomerate, while 

foreign expansion was eagerly pursued by the family. The tension built into the 

conglomerate came to the surface during the 1980s when world market competition for 

raw materials, petroleum and steel tightened. As a privately owned, widespread group, 

Johnsons lacked the resources required to match their competitors‟ investments and 

production capacity. The conglomerate was broken up when the industrial 

commitments were snipped off, thus freeing resources that had been tied up in long-

term fixed assets. 
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Within Nordstjernan the activity was concentrated on construction with the creation of 

NCC, while in Axel Johnson there was a reorganization emphasizing wholesale and 

retail trade. The changeover to a core activity without industrial connections was a 

thorough and dramatic process in the long history of the Johnson family‟s long history, 

and in time it was successful. In contrast to several other ship owning Swedish 

companies, the Johnson group never became insolvent and was able to retain its 

independence. It was, however, a close thing: the leadership repeatedly had to scramble 

to meet their payroll while the SE Bank had plans to put the company into bankruptcy 

and cut it into pieces. The restructuring was successful and the Johnson group‟s 

renewal of its original enterprises benefitted from the changeover to a post-industrial 

society.
12

 

 

During the 1970s, another highly diversified family concern with large investments in 

ship owning was Saléninvest. It was listed on the stock exchange but with controlling 

blocks of shares held by family members and the leaders of the concern. In this case, 

however, the de-diversification came too late, resulting in an inevitable bankruptcy in 

1984. That the company had even survived that long was partly the result of new 

sources of credit and partly the result of assets that could be sold. Most of the board 

members and top managers of Saléninvest had a strong aversion to abandoning the core 

function, preferring instead to sell off profitable side activities. During the second half 

of the 1970s, a share portfolio whose return stabilized the liquidity variability that 

characterized the ship owning industry had been accumulated. There were also other 

profitable activities in the areas of real estate, oil production, trading and the 

importation of passenger cars (Toyota). Without the revenues from these operations, 

Saléninvest would have been insolvent already in the 1970s.  

 

When the lack of liquidity became acute, however, none of these profitable activities 

was retained. The family saw itself as ship owners with their key competence in the 

area of shipping and the problems in that industry were judged to be temporary. There 

existed an exaggerated regard for the strategies followed by earlier generations, which 
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resulted in the leadership refusing to abandon the unprofitable shipping business. This 

conservative tendency, which is often present in family firms, unquestionably impeded 

the renewal ability within Saléninvest. The strategic inertia was further the result of a 

commission agreement that made the capital in the mother company subject to centrally 

planned investment decisions. A sale of the tankers would automatically reduce the 

security situation for the credit providing banks. Since they had not lent money to the 

tanker fleet specifically, but to the concern as a whole, they opposed sales that would 

result in losses. 

 

But the bankruptcy did not dissipate the vitality of the Salén family: there existed 

enough financial capital and networking capacity to utilize the bankruptcy procedures 

to reorganize the ownership. The largest subsidiary – at the time of the bankruptcy the 

world‟s highest tonnage cold shipping fleet – went through an unofficial reconstruction 

before the bankruptcy date with members of the Salén family obtaining influence on the 

board of directors of several of the newly created companies. Together with other 

leading managers, the family was able to create competence clusters in a number of the 

new organizations. To a large extent, this was made possible by sums that had been 

placed in the family foundation Salénia. The reincarnation of the concern was 

applauded by most of the creditors and the house bank (the SE Bank) continued to 

support the family‟s transactions. Together with new risk capital, the future of the new 

cold shipping company, baptized Cool Carriers, was secured. From a long-term 

perspective, the bankruptcy of Saléninvest and its postlude was an example of creative 

destruction, with the family escaping the burden of unprofitable tankers in their 

ownership portfolio and being able to shift their resources to more profitable 

businesses, including air transport (Skyways). The family firm succeeded in rising like 

a Phoenix with sooty wings from its own ashes.
13

 

 

The story of Bonniers exemplifies the difficulties that arise from long-term 

diversification when involvement and network capacity has to be transferred to a new 

generation of family members. The network of Lukas and Albert Jr. Bonnier contained 

a clear hierarchy, which meant that it performed various functions. In the media arena, 
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contacts with editors and journalists were cultivated. It sought out persons who could 

“wield the power of the pen”, that is to say, they could sort out interesting news stories 

and present information and facts in a way that appealed to the public. But it was not in 

this network that decisions regarding strategy and organization were taken. For that 

there existed an elite network, including the leadership for Åhlen & Holm and the 

directors of the Bonnier enterprises. Both these networks contained long-term 

relationships with individuals with varying types of competence.  

 

The transfer of the media network did not present great problems when succession 

within the dynasty required the replacement of Lukas and Albert Jr. Both family 

members and other executives had over a long period been trained and become 

experienced in the family‟s core activities. The extended family also contained a 

distinct general interest in the media activities, an interest that rested on the position 

and recognition in book publishing and newspaper production that the family had 

achieved in Sweden.  The entry into the industrial sector that had occurred during the 

1950s to 1970s, with the purchase of firms in, among other industries, mechanical 

engineering, furniture production and the paper industry, however, became problematic. 

Here the network was more compact and no family member in the generation after 

Albert Bonnier Jr. wanted, or was capable, of taking over responsibility for the 

administration of these firms. That several of these firms were struggling with major 

financial problems hardly made them more attractive. The main reason that these 

activities were disposed of following the death of Albert Bonnier was that the family‟s 

long-term interest, competence and work motivation was concentrated in the media 

arena. Thus, the Bonnier dynasty returned to a total focus on its core activities, 

following the principal of doing what you know and understand.
14

 

 

 

Value Creating Philosophies 

 

Within family dynasties, commandments, mottos and unwritten laws are preached. 

During Jan Stenbeck‟s epoch there was talk of the Unwritten Laws, ten unwritten 
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commandments that were formulated as a pastiche of those that God gave to Moses on 

Mount Sinai. Some had been inherited from the time of Hugo Stenbeck, which had then 

been supplemented with some of his own by Hugo‟s son Jan. Biographies from the 

Stenbeck sphere mentions those that had the strongest impact within the organization. 

Since the concern used English as its official language, these unwritten laws were also 

formulated in English. The first commandment was Thou Shalt Obey. The Stenbeck 

sphere was patriarchic and hierarchic with an unquestioned leader in charge, even 

though this leader encouraged his subordinates to engage in entrepreneurship and risky 

projects. Another rule was Thou Shalt Not Be Naïve. This rule reminded the staff to be 

realistic in their judgments on all business decisions, and rather be cynical than 

Pollyannaish. The meaning of Always Hire the Best was intended to assure that 

competence, rather than friendships or social status, served as the basis of personnel 

decisions. Loyalties were to be based solely on business considerations.
15

 

 

Yet another rule, whose English version is unclear, would became Thou Shalt Have 

Control when literally translated from the Swedish version. This commandment was 

seen as expressing the responsibility that accompanied being top manager in one of the 

sphere‟s companies. Furthermore, there was a rule that at least two individuals from the 

sphere should be present at all negotiations. The rule Do As We Have Always Done was 

intended to emphasize the importance of taking the simplest and most straightforward 

path. Things should not be made unnecessarily complicated. If the wheel despite all had 

to be reinvented to succeed with a project, however, there was nothing for it but to get 

going. The goal dictated the means necessary to reach it. The rule that all the co-

workers seem to remember was The No-Sex Rule.  The point, of course, was to avoid 

sexual relations with customers, suppliers or employees. The motive for this rather 

drastic rule was to prevent alliances and judgments that were not strictly business-

based. Jan Stenbeck‟s royal court was not limited to men and if one of these became 

involved with a woman of rank in the organization there was risk of favors, internal 

sub-aristocracies and other non-business motivated considerations. That the rule was a 

serious matter is illustrated by the fact that Stenbeck dismissed two of the directors for 

breaching it, while a third resigned voluntarily. These punishments reinforced the 
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image of a Machivellian culture, in which Jan Stenbeck much preferred to be feared 

than loved and all that mattered for his collaborators was performance and results.
16

 

 

Ingvar Kamprad is another field marshal who formulated business commandments. His 

insights as an entrepreneur and furniture dealer are profound and extend over more than 

half a century. His detailed handbook – A Furniture Dealer’s Testament – is divided 

into nine sections. As with Stenbeck, some of these are general, but others are 

principally directed at the furniture business. The first section deals with the importance 

of the range of goods and services provided and which were the basis of IKEA‟s 

identity and trademark. The basic rule was to offer a wide range of household 

furnishings of appropriate design and function at prices so low that as many people in 

the world as possible would consider them affordable. The second rule also concerns 

the establishment of a trademark, but instead emphasizes the importance of creating a 

team spirit and creating an atmosphere where customers, suppliers and co-workers feel 

that they play a part. Comparisons to a soccer team are made. The leader may have a 

duty to develop and push his players, but each of them also has an obligation to help 

improve the team as a whole. Kamprad emphasizes the importance of the people who 

are the pillars of society: “Take care of our social pillars! These are the simple, quiet 

and straightforward people who are always willing to lend a hand. They perform their 

duty and accept their responsibilities without being seen. For them areas of 

responsibility is a necessary but unfortunate concept. For them, supporting the entire 

organization is as obvious as helping out and always sharing.”
17

 

 

Also the next rule – profits give us resources – emphasizes a feeling a responsibility 

and duty, and reflects an inherited sense of economy that is associated with the 

province of Småland, in southern Sweden. The secret is to make better use of your 

resources than anyone else by developing more economic production methods, 

purchasing inputs more cheaply and saving on all costs better than every competitor. To 

be wasteful is a deadly sin according to Kamprad: “The waste of resources is one of 

humanities worst illnesses.”  He presents IKEA as an example of how it is possible to 

achieve great things with modest resources. Both the third and the fourth rules call for 
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accepting responsibility for long-term value creation. Then comes a rule advocating 

simplicity and an avoidance of bureaucracy, which was accused of fostering 

complications and creating paralysis. Simple routines were credited with superior 

effectiveness, while simple and modest behavior was thought to reinforce a team spirit. 

The rule also advocates modesty in choice of hotels, trips and other consumption. The 

following rule supports the inclination to think outside the box and to look for new 

solutions other than established practice. To ask oneself what creates dynamism and the 

desire to experiment within the organization. The ensuing commandment calls for the 

concentration of force and determination. It is not possible to maintain the same high 

level of energy and vitality in all activities and to concentrate on all areas 

simultaneously. Therefore, to advance and achieve breakthroughs on strategically 

important markets it is recommended that sometimes determination and attention be 

focused on a particular aspect. 

 

The eight Kamprad rule reads as follows: To take responsibility – an advantage. This 

was intended to encourage independence and wise decision-making. “It is the drive 

behind the decision that determines its correctness. The risk of making mistakes must 

be accepted. It is always the mediocre who are negative and devote their time to 

proving that they were not wrong. The strong individual is always positive and works 

for the future. It is always the positive people who win. They are always of benefit to 

their surroundings and themselves.” These assertions, which when removed from their 

context are reminiscent of Nietzche‟s “superman”, are intended to emphasize the co-

worker‟s right and obligation to make decisions and accept responsibility. Here there is 

a similarity with the founder of Tetra Pak, Ruben Rausing, who saw himself as a 

superior being – multitalented, all- knowing and God‟s gift to human kind.
18

 He was 

not as well like by his co-workers as was Kamprad who, in his testament, asserts that 

most things remain to be accomplished and therefore encourages IKEA‟s employees to 

continue their development. He observes that the feeling of having achieved everything 

is like a sleeping pill for a firm and serves as an obstacle to all development. 
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The Desire for Constant Renewal 

 

The last rule in Kamprad‟s testament asserts that the path to the goal yields greater 

satisfaction than finally getting there. This insight accords well with the basic rule for 

company management in the Wallenberg sphere: The only tradition worth holding on to 

is the need for constant renewal. The means for achieving it is continuous 

entrepreneurship. Entrepreneurial ability should be the strongest driving force within 

the sphere, as well as in other firms and indeed the economy as a whole. The 

Wallenbergs‟ rules for successfully running companies have developed over five 

generations, from Andrée Oscar Wallenberg‟s establishment of Stockholms Enskilda 

Bank at the time when liberalism and industrialization were born in Sweden. 

 

The first, obvious, rule in that dynasty was a feeling of responsibility for the 

Wallenberg sphere as a whole and its control positions. Thereafter came the rule that 

one should be present but not seen – Esse non videri esse. This commandment was to 

focus on results and growth, instead of striving for fame and personal enjoyment. Next, 

there was the principle that the family should participate in major political agreements 

and involved in what benefitted Sweden as a nation as well as striving for the 

development and maintenance of effective international institutions. The next rule 

emerged from the experience of deep recessions. It concerns the display of a degree of 

financial wisdom (caution) and a high degree of consolidation (low leverage) to assure 

long-term survival and success. It also holds that insight concerning on-going value 

creation requires long-term thinking and an owner with strong financial endurance. 

These conclusions were a result partly of the liquidity crisis the bank experienced in 

1878 when the Wallenberg family‟s commercial adventures might very well have come 

to an end had the state not provided a financial lifeline and partly of the inter-war 

period when new controlling interests were added and old ones had to be repeatedly re-

organized. The successful outcome of these operations resulted in a strong belief that a 

combination of industrial and financial competence is value creating. 
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Equally important in this context is the rule that long-term active ownership does not 

necessarily require wholly owned companies, except during periods of transition. An 

example of such a transition is a crisis of some sort where the principal owners believe 

that they need unlimited control in order to carry out their rescue operation. The 

motivation for inviting in other owners during normal business cycle conditions is not 

only to reduce the sphere‟s commitments but also to thereby increase the pressure on 

the administration of the controlled firm. This principle of corporate leadership has 

been practiced in several of their control holdings, including Ericsson and Swedish 

Match, where the ownership has been shared with Industrivärden and Custos 

respectively. 

 

The starting point for the next motto within the Wallenberg dynasty is Sweden‟s 

dependence on export markets. Considering the small domestic market, every firm 

should from the very beginning be strongly competitive internationally. The products 

that were developed during the breakthrough period were on the forefront of worldwide 

technology and paved the way for large profits and a high level of welfare in the 

Swedish peasant society. The innovation belonged to the so-called genius industries, 

where Swedish entrepreneurs, inspired by trips abroad, received government and 

private capital to commit to domestic industrial activity. During the mature industrial 

society, the tradition of product development directed at export markets, continued and 

traditional products and services were complemented with product innovations within 

newly developing industries such as pharmaceuticals, aviation and automobile 

production. 

 

 

Unambiguous and Strong Leadership 

 

Two rules among the Wallenbergs emphasize the role in the organization of 

individuals. The expression First the captain, then the ship was coined by District 

Judge Marcus Wallenberg. The symbolic meaning is that the firm‟s culture should 

encourage and develop a leadership based on drive, creativity, determination and 
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constructive expansion. The belief is that no firm is so bad that a good chief executive 

can‟t get it back on its feet and that no firm is so good that bad leadership can‟t sink it. 

The ensuing rule is more pragmatic than theoretical: Technologically knowledgeable 

firm leaders are the alpha to omega in several of the sphere’s control holdings. The 

starting point here is that the family chose to become involved in manufacturing 

industries through companies such as ASEA, Atlas Copco and Ericsson, where a civil 

engineer with economic competence is required as concern chief. Thanks to the 

numerous control holdings a pool of highly able colleagues that could be shifted 

between positions and assignments has been available. Promising young individuals 

have been tested and if they proved capable they were given increasing amounts of 

responsibility as the heads of larger and larger companies within the sphere. 

 

Maintaining the good reputation of the name Wallenberg is the final motto. Clearly the 

family considers itself to be a leader within both Swedish and international business 

life. A last name that is associated with status and prestige has great symbolic value, 

and serves as an asset helping the family to increase its relationship capital. Both the 

Wallenberg and Bonnier families are able to point to their role among the economic and 

cultural elite in Swedish history. Their name alone thus puts them in a favorable 

position in several arenas. On the other hand, it might be difficult for an individual with 

the last name Bonnier or Wallenberg, belonging to the family dynasty, to find 

employment outside the world of media or the industrial sphere controlled by the 

Wallenbergs : a potential employer might suspect that such a person has been 

marginalized by the family or else that he or she will not stay long within the 

organization and thus is not a suitable candidate. 

 

There has existed, and still does, a network of corporate executives with wholehearted 

ties of loyalty to the Wallenberg family. They are, and are expected to remain for the 

rest of their professional careers, Wallenbergs. The recruitment of new Wallenbergs 

outside the family is a part of networking capacity that the family possesses. Its 

function, besides recruiting able replacements, is to integrate new co-workers in a 

certain corporate culture. The choice of the family as their employer can be assumed to 
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be deliberate among the well-educated recruits. Choosing to work for a given particular 

family, be it Wallenberg, Stenbeck, Kamprad, Rausing or Persson, adds a dimension 

that does not exist in firm with anonymous ownership. On the other hand, its 

attractiveness decreases if it is believed that family relationships are more important 

than competence in promotions to various positions. It is likely that the separation of 

senior manager Johan Stenbo from Kamprad and IKEA is an example of this latter 

effect. After twenty years of serving in high positions within the firm, and with 

continuing strong admiration for Ingvar Kamprad, Stenbo eventually experienced a 

type of identity crisis in which the advantages of the family dynasty turned into the 

opposite. In addition, he felt considerable doubt concerning the ability of the Kamprad 

sons‟ ability to administer the inheritance from the founder. According to Stenbo 

himself: 

 

“During all these years IKEA has been a closed firm surrounding itself with an 

impenetrable façade. The media and the public have been fed with carefully selected 

aspects of the real IKEA: the successes, the unconvential problem solutions, the 

indefatigable entrepreneur Ingvar Kamprad who lived as modestly as be preached, the 

good firm with a social mission and an ability to always do the right thing concerning 

environmental and social problems, the capable Kamprad sons who follow in their 

father‟s footsteps. Some of these pictures are utterly misleading. Others are total 

falsifications.”
19

 

 

In his book, Stenbo wrestles with Ingvar Kamprad‟s commandments in A Furniture 

Dealer‟s Testament and thereby puts IKEA‟s self-image into question. Even though his 

anti-image is strongly subjective and motivated by a desire for revenge, it is of value 

for our understanding of how strong leadership affects the succession to the throne in 

large and successful family enterprise. 
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New Industrial Logic 

 

The founder of H&M, Erling Person, also formulated a number of rules of thumb and 

words of wisdom, in the literature referred to as an underwear dealer‟s testament. As 

value creating philosophies, they are concrete, down to earth and strongly 

characterized by the industrial logic associated with the apparel industry. One of his 

hobbyhorses is that inventories of unsold goods are both risky and expensive and thus 

should be avoided as far as possible. Further, he emphasis the importance of a strong 

financial position to survive future challenges. Many of the rules, bordering on 

business strategies, concern how marketing and selling should be organized in order to 

reach optimal results. Here he deals with the importance of being able to read other 

people and how to carry on negotiations. The entrepreneurial aspect was contained in 

Erling Persson‟s concept of controlled imagination, which was presented together with 

an admonition to find co-workers who are constructively creative and have the ability 

to implement their ideas. For the family, it is a matter of utilizing its network capacity 

and to provide space for visionary – not utopian – co-workers.
20

 

 

Through their behavior, Erling and his son Stefan Persson displayed philosophies that 

were profitable value creating. A common aspect was their close contact with the 

customer. Instead of the usual relationship of listening to the customer, however, with 

great daring they dared to test the ideas they themselves believed in. The desire to 

create something new has also been manifested in an increased reliance on their own 

designs. Like all successful entrepreneurs, the Perssons have been motivated by 

curiosity and considerable self-confidence. Like Kamprad in IKEA, the Persson family 

has violated accepted ideas and brought a new approach to the industry. By the 

activities of the firms they have both created new markets. Their organizations and 

productions have repeatedly been re-organized to direct it at new goals. In the case of 

H&M, it deals with what have come to be called value chains. Control of the under 

lying delivery systems is used to lower costs and maintain low consumer prices. By 

eliminating middle men and integrate backwards, they have become their own whole 

sellers, and the resulting resource supplements that have resulted have systematically 
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been devoted to investments and geographic expansion. In order to further reduce costs, 

the production of clothing has been located in low wage countries in Sothern Europe 

and Asia.
21

 

 

Many of value creating philosophies within the Persson family are based on simplicity, 

anti-bureaucratic principles and a rejection of academic cleverness. In this regard, they 

are very similar to Kamprad‟s pragmatic business ideas of how a firm should be built 

up and expanded worldwide. But there are also similarities to how Ruben Rausing 

steered the expansion of Tetra Pak. One explanation for why some of the philosophical 

ideas of these family dynasties overlap was that they were founded at about the same 

time as a response to the common need to rationalize the distribution of goods for mass 

consumption during the 1950s and 1960s. When welfare and wages in Sweden rose, it 

increased the demand for consumption goods while, at the same time, creating pressure 

for lower personnel costs in production. The Hennes Company responded by offering 

price-worthy, fashionable clothes as an alternative to expensive trade-marked items. 

Hennes‟ marketing was based on aggressive displays and advertising, as well as stores 

with large display windows sited in the best store locations in Swedish cities. Kamprad, 

put his products into flat packages, thereby saved delivery costs while shifting other 

costs on to the customers. Rausing‟s innovation – the tightly closed milk carton – also 

resulted in a distinct simplification of distribution. In other regards, however, his vision 

deviated from those of the others in that Tetra Pak activities to a large degree followed 

the engineering tradition within the classical Swedish mechanical manufacturing 

industry.
22

  

 

 

Blood is Thicker Than Water 

 

A popular expression among family business leaders is that it not so much a matter of 

inheriting from earlier generations as borrowing from future ones. Such a perspective 

lays the groundwork for long-term active ownership. But creating opportunities for the 

next generation is a complicated task and the process has therefore come to be called 
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the succession problem. The key question is whether there is anybody within the family 

who is both willing and competent to assume responsibility for the companies‟ 

development. In a dynasty, the pool of candidates is seldom limited to the members of 

the immediate family. It is rather a question of finding suitable members of the 

extended family. Following the founding generation, we therefore encounter several 

examples of dynasties survive by filling leading positions with, among others, cousins 

and in-laws. In the literature on the Bonnier enterprises, the term extended family or 

clan firm is used to indicate the wide circle of persons that have steered, and continue to 

steer, within the dynasty. In other large family corporations, a consortia of cousins has 

been an alternative, and more accurate, description than family firm.
23

 

 

In many dynasties, the recruitment of persons for leading positions has even stretched 

outside the extended family. In dynasties with many controlling holdings, it is natural 

that a single family, immediate or extended, is unable to come up with all the capable 

relatives needed to fill every important post. Thus, for example, in the Wallenberg 

ownership sphere with its numerous control holdings, there are numerous persons 

lacking any blood relationship with the family. During most of the 20
th

 century, the 

Wallenberg sphere served as a kind of plant school for future managing directors of 

large Swedish firms. Capable people within the sphere could easily be promoted from 

lower positions within the sphere to ones with increasingly large responsibilities. The 

recruitment process also was intended to identify individuals with exactly the right 

qualifications – the managing director of a manufacturing industrial company should be 

a technically competent company leader with marketing skills.
24

 

 

The leadership culture within the Wallenberg control group was directed at shaping 

leaders with drive, creativity and determination. In addition, the candidates were 

encouraged to be constructively expansionary and to work for the benefit of the family. 

The family‟s selected representatives participated in the recruitment process and used 

their network of contacts – their network capacity – in the efforts to find the right man, 

at the right time, for a given position. Jacob and Marcus Wallenberg, as representatives 

as the same ownership group between the 1940s and the 1970s, not infrequently had 
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differing views concerning a given individual‟s suitability.
25

 Nonetheless, they were 

usually in agreement concerning who should receive the position in question. Being 

appointed frequently required having met both Jacob and Marcus Wallenberg and 

having been approved by both. When it was a question of picking chairman outside the 

family, it was also required that the candidate had demonstrated long-standing loyalty 

to both Enskilda Banken and the ownership family. 

 

The exchange of letters between the managing directors and the Wallenberg brothers 

played a major role in maintaining and disciplining the network of leaders. Although 

most of the correspondence consisted of thank you notes, these still gave expression to 

for the social contact and the mutual delight in their work that continually held the 

participants together. In other letters, the ownership representatives, especially Marcus 

Wallenberg, conveyed their impressions from trips abroad, including concrete tips 

concerning interesting markets and possible foreign collaborators. The leaders would 

also be invited to meetings when foreign guests visited Sweden. In exchange, the firm 

leaders would forward information concerning prices, on the planned investments of 

competitors and personnel hiring and firing. In the latter case, it might be that they had 

gotten wind of someone‟s intent to leave the company with an accompanying risk that 

proprietary information might be revealed. In addition, Jacob and Marcus Wallenberg 

would be asked for advice whether or not the firm leader should accept or decline some 

invitation they had received, e.g. serving in various organizations or committees. 

Virtually always they would be discouraged without further explanation.
26

 

 

The solution to the succession problem requires an agreement among the family, 

extended or immediate, concerning which individual or individuals should be given the 

responsibility of administering and developing the control holdings in the future. 

Within the Bonnier concern, the relatives regularly assemble in a general meeting to 

discuss company leadership questions and the Wallenberg dynasty has for many years 

had a family council. It engages in the exchange of information, but it also is intended 

to convey feelings of involvement and work discipline to future generations. Within the 

extended family, a number of individuals are to be panned out like gold nuggets in 
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order to further the dynasty. How are these to be prepared: which schools are suitable, 

which internships in Sweden and abroad are optimal and what career path awaits them? 

 

The biographies of leaders of the Swedish dynasties, Bonnier and Wallenberg, clearly 

demonstrate the importance of the home milieu and the contacts with relatives have for 

imparting the dynasties‟ basic values. In the case of Bonniers, where the 

commandments were responsibility, quality and the defense of freedom of expression, 

the constant presence of authors, journalists and other business friends in the childhood 

home, facilitated the transfer to the next generations. For the generation of new leaders 

of the Wallenberg family, the home atmosphere, as well as foreign travel, was equally 

important. The strengthening of relationship capital and the renewal of, both visible and 

unseen, relationships also included the honoring of the birthdays of certain deceased 

relatives through extended family gatherings. A critical phase seems to have 

commenced following age 20 when the decisions concerning further education and 

career choice had to be made. Before that point, the younger generation was in a 

formative phase where the older generation took on the task of inculcating the tradition 

of ownership power and appropriate behavior in the youngsters.
27

 

 

That it is ties of blood that ultimately determine where the power ends up is utterly 

clear in the Wallenberg dynasty. When Marc Wallenberg, managing director of the 

family bank, took his own life in 1971, the result of the tension between his father 

Marcus Wallenberg and his uncle Jacob Wallenberg in connection with the family 

banks fusion with Skandinaiska Banken, the continuity of the dynasty was threatened. 

Marc‟s younger brother Peter kept his distance from their tyrannical father by working 

for Atlas Copco in South Africa, while Jacob Wallenberg‟s son Peder Sager 

Wallenberg was tried in board of directors‟ work without lasting success. In order to 

compensate for the loss of the crown prince and secure the influence in the Swedish 

economy, new alliances were formed. Marcus Wallenberg approached Pehr G. 

Gyllenbammer, the head of the Volvo concern and an industrialist with great star 

power. Volvo was allowed to purchase holdings in Atlas Copco and STORA and in the 

early 1980s matched the ownership position of the Wallenberg group in these sphere 
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companies. It was rumored that Marcus Wallenberg lacked confidence in his son‟s 

ability and instead had selected Gyllenhammar as crown prince of the sphere 

companies. But the gears of these sphere companies‟ operations began to grind, 

especially in the case of the paper- and pulp company STORA, and Peter Wallenberg 

was not happy with his father‟s reallocation of the ownership power. Other individuals 

who more constructively and over a longer time contributed to bridging the split that 

arose during the fourth Wallenberg generation were Claes Dahlbeck, Curt Nicolin and 

Percy Barnevik.  

 

When the ownership power in the dynasty finally was transferred shortly before Marcus 

Wallenberg‟s death in 1982, there was, however, no doubt that ties of blood were first 

and foremost. “Claes Dahlbäck, the managing director of Investor, came to Marcus 

Wallenberg‟s (MW) home at Vidbynäs for dinner one of the last evenings of MW‟s 

life. Dahlbäck, MW and Peter Wallenberg ate together. Dahlbäck noted that, for once, 

MW was distinctly friendly towards his son. A few days later, Dahlbäck was again 

summoned to Vidbynäs. Before he left, MW removed any possible doubts about the 

succession. „If I am not around, you should stick with Pirre, then Pirre will decide.‟” 

Peter Wallenberg‟s first act was to kick Volvo and Pehr G. Gyllenhammar out of the 

sphere.
28

 

 

 

The Changing Role of the Women 

 

In the history of Swedish dynasties there occurred a break with tradition during the 

1980s when Antonia Axelsson Johnson assumed the position of chairman of Axel 

Johnson AB. Thus the patriarchal spirit that had characterized this family dynasty was 

extinguished. In his history of the Johnson group, Hans de Geer makes the following 

observation: “During the three first generations the firm was led by the owner himself 

in a patriarchic spirit, with all that implies for centralization, generosity and 

arbitrariness, great difficulty in making decisions in some situations and great decision 

effectiveness in others.” Antonia‟s takeover led to the dismantling of patriarchal rule 
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within the Johnson dynasty while, at the same time, her marriage to the group‟s 

managing director Göran Ennerfeldt consolidated Antonia‟s influence within the group. 

With her humanistic education, Antonia Axelsson Johnson broke the succession of 

heirs with business and technical training. On the other hand, she had filled positions 

within the Johnson group before she was selected to be the dynasty‟s chief. While 

Antonia was the only child of mining engineer Bo Axelsson Johnson, there is a larger 

group to select from in the fifth generation. Antonia has four children, three of whom 

are women. In addition, there has developed a partnership with the cousin Vicky. It 

seems assured that for some time to come the Johnson dynasty will be led by a 

matriarchy.
29

 

 

The patriarchal dynasties are a result of the distinctly male engineering culture that 

existed in the multinational firms that emerged during the industrial breakthrough. The 

role of the women, as wife and mother, was to see to it that the children received a 

suitable schooling that was adapted to the need for new leaders in the family firm. This 

was no small task. In addition she was the spider in the net of social contacts that 

outward and inward held the dynasty together. Today it is as common for women as for 

men to educate themselves to become engineers and MBAs. Moreover, other types of 

education have become ladders to high positions within large firms. To regularly host 

business entertainment in the home has also become less common. 

 

In this, the 21
st
 century, Antonia Axelsson Johnson is not a unique example of a gender-

neutral ownership power that has emerged in Sweden. In the fourth generation of the 

Lundbergs there is Fredrik Lundberg‟s oldest daughter, Louise Lindh, who serves as 

vice managing director in the Lundberg enterprise‟s subsidiary Fastighets AB L. E. 

Lundberg, while the Stenbeck sphere is led by Jan Stenbeck‟s daughter Cristina 

Stenbeck. It is also indicative that Cristina Stenbeck has broken with the old boy 

network that existed during her father‟s tenure. Among her measures, is the 

appointment of Mia Brunell Livfors as managing director of Kinnevik and as chairman 

and board member of various other companies in the concern. This, together with the 

entry of other women, has caused a change in the leadership culture in the Stenbeck 
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sphere. Within the Bonnier dynasty, Eva Bonnier‟s seventeen years as head of Bonnier 

book publishing up until 2007 serves as proof that also this family has adopted the new 

order. The ice has even been broken in the patriarchal Wallenberg sphere, even though 

the managing director Annika Falkenberg is not a member of the family. That the 

historically most male dominated bank chose to advance a woman to its highest 

operative position is indicative of the new spirit of the times.  

 

The woman‟s role within the family dynasties has thus changed considerably over time. 

During the first generations, under an era of patriarchal dominance, the female in-laws 

– the wives – played a more central role than did the daughters born into the family. 

With the increase in equality in the labor market, however, the daughters‟ position has 

increasingly come to resemble that of the men, while the in-laws, both women and men, 

have somewhat faded into the background. Karlsson Stider has concluded on the basis 

of his research into the Bonnier family, that while the bands of marriage previously 

over- rode those of blood, that situation has now been reversed.
30

 

 

Even at Tetra Pak, where the founder Ruben Rausing brought in capable able co-

workers and then ruled them dictatorially, the patriarchal characteristics have faded 

over the years. His sons Hans and Gad continued in the shadow of their genius-declared 

father to compete in cleverness and “disciplined imagination” that, according to their 

father, was the most important characteristic of a corporate leader. In addition, they 

inherited their father‟s unbendable stubbornness, which was both good and bad. After 

Gad‟s family had bought out that of Hans from the ownership sphere in 1995, the 

responsibility for the dynastic innovation enterprise fell on Gad and his children. 

Among these, his son Finn acted as the primary mover, under the scrutiny of his 

siblings Jörn and Kristin. A likely reason for the ownership split within the Rausing 

clan was that the grandchildren of the founder did not get along. Therefore the two 

sons, Gad and Hans, came up with a solution that permitted as friction free a generation 

shift as possible. 
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Political Alliances 

 

Alliances between family dynasties, companies outside their spheres and corporate 

leaders outside the family have commonly been used to keep and strengthen ownership 

influence. But alliances and loyal bonds have also been built up in the political arena. 

There have existed similarities of interest among industrial groups that have guaranteed 

high levels of employment for Swedish citizens and the representatives of political 

parties. During the early post war period, the Swedish model and the welfare program 

depended on a high level of activity in Swedish manufacturing industry so that it could 

absorb large numbers of new workers. In order to encourage the firms to invest in 

Sweden, the tax system was adapted to the wishes of the large firms. The Social 

Democratic government preferred to do its planning together with a handful of 

representatives of Swedish business rather than with a whole gaggle of corporate 

leaders. This proclivity led to a further concentration of manufacturing industry into 

large firms. Characteristic of the symbiotic relationship created between the 

government and capital was that Social Democratic Finance Minister Gunnar Strang 

and Marcus Wallenberg together composed the plans that they considered best for 

industrial Sweden. In the public debate, Prime Minister Tage Erlander and Marcus 

Wallenberg were perceived as each being responsible for their own sector of the nation, 

the public and the private.
31

 

 

But even non-Wallenberg companies were granted favorable tax treatment by Sträng on 

condition that they invested in Sweden, and thus contributed to low levels of 

unemployment. Research has established that that the tax system favored loan financing 

over new share issues until the early 1990s, which was of further benefit to the 

Handelsbank and Wallenberg spheres, including their banks.
32

 New expanding 

enterprises and aggressive entrepreneurs had it tougher, which is why innovators such 

as Ingvar Kamprad and Ruben Rausing decided to register their companies abroad in 

countries with a generally more favorable tax climate than Sweden. The policy of 

making life easier for family dynasties facing large private tax obligations has 
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continued. As of 2011, it includes the Persson family as principal owners of H&M, 

where the powers that be have blessed the principal owners with special tax advantages. 

 

Using politics to improve the rules of the game faced by one‟s own firm is hardly a new 

practice. During the founding of the Wallenberg dynasty, André Oscar Wallenberg 

utilized a whole arsenal of political weapons, including the media, to create a platform 

for the Swedish banking system, which would give his own bank wind under its wings. 

Allied with the minister of finance, Johan August Gripenstedt, he reaped major gains 

for his liberal construct that later paved the way for the credits provided to the Swedish 

“genius” industries. The same challenge to the existing order was provided by Jan 

Stenbeck a hundred years later when he attacked government monopolies and outgrown 

concepts, but this time in the media arena. 

 

Both André Oscar Wallenberg and Jan Stenbeck were strong personalities who with 

dynastic ambitions paved the way for new structures within their sectors. The Stenbeck 

sphere has also used the tactic of hiring former politicians to keep themselves informed 

and to maintain connections in the political arena. Thus Odd Engström (former deputy 

prime minister) and Björn Rosengren (former economics minister) served as experts on 

strategic economic policy questions and aspects of the dynasty‟s innermost core. 

Former Social Democratic Minister of Finance Per Nuder (at one time expected to 

succeed as leader of the Party) has for a while been working for the Wallenberg sphere. 

These individuals know how the political system functions and they have access to 

political arenas and politicians at the highest level worldwide as a result of their service 

in the Parliament and Cabinet. 

 

Even Ingvar Kamprad, however, was a pioneer and catalyst for the new view of 

industrial logic within his industry. Instead of fighting for better market rules and tax 

treatment in his home country, Kamprad began at an early stage to challenge his 

competitors by locating much of his production abroad in low wage countries, 

originally in Poland. Kamprad had no government monopoly to wrestle with and the 

profit machine IKEA never became dependent on the tightly regulated finance market 
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and the availability of share capital on the stock exchange. The family‟s control 

company, the Interogo Foundation, has for tax reasons been located in Lichtenstein. 

 

Last but not least, the donation culture is important for the family dynasties that wish to 

maintain close relationships to the world around them and to be seen as “good” 

capitalists in the eyes of politicians and the public. The holding of their foundations‟ 

initial capital in various securities within the sphere simultaneously created an 

opportunity to maintain their key position in the economy. Several of the family 

foundations are therefore centers of economic power, engaging in administrating 

securities and holding board of directors positions in firms and organizations that are 

closely involved with the family. The placement of the family fortune in foundations 

thus serves three functions: first a display of corporate social responsibility and the 

creation of a strong trade mark, second a minimization of tax payments and third an 

ownership motivated strengthening of the dynasty by locking up capital. In the Anglo-

Saxon world, capitalists have always been expected to return a part of their fortunes to 

society through donations: in the USA the annual level of donations reaches levels 

equivalent to Sweden‟s GNP. Sweden had a donation culture in the early 1900s, but 

after World War II, it was largely extinguished as a result of government transfers, high 

income and wealth taxes and regulations in the capital market. The recent deregulation 

and abolition of succession ad wealth taxes has resulted in a re-birth of a donation 

culture in Sweden. Most of the above mentioned dynasties, emerging as well as mature, 

have established foundations that distribute substantial amounts to causes such as 

research, education, infrastructure, medical care, religious organizations and care of the 

infirm. In addition, professorships and institutes have been founded and endowed with 

donations.
33
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Conclusion 

 

The early successes of family dynasties were based on temporary monopolies created 

by innovations.  In most cases, a single path-breaking innovation was insufficient for 

survival. Rather, continuous entrepreneurship and a constant flow of innovations were 

required for survival in the market place. Another key feature was that the first 

generation of the dynasty broke with the accepted institutional rules and industrial logic 

of the time. In opposition to, or in cooperation with, the controlling authorities, they 

changed market conditions, thereby creating opportunity space that allowed them to 

become established and to grow. In order to achieve these changes in market 

conditions, they had to function as lobbyists or created strong relationships with those 

possessing political power. Through their enterprises, they created new markets and 

benefitted the economy by creating more employment opportunities. Once the firms 

became large employers, and thus important for the country‟s labor market, they also 

attracted the attention of politicians. As long as they remained good (donating) 

capitalists and contributed to the welfare state, they were favored by the authorities, for 

example, through special, favorable tax rules. The owners had become part of the 

establishment and had developed relationship capital with both politicians, the public 

and sometimes with members of the royal family. The ultimate goal was to strengthen 

the trademark, both of the enterprise and of the family dynasty. 

 

These observations should be weighed against the fact that the power spheres threaten 

to create monopoly-like economies and slowly adjusting structures that inhibit 

entrepreneurship and the creation of new enterprises outside the dominant ownership 

spheres. In a small country such as Sweden, the combination of alliances among private 

capitalists and representatives of the authorities can be harmful to consumers in the 

longrun. At the corporate level, a family‟s efforts to maintain control over firms at any 

price can result in the loss of competency from the firm when co-workers from outside 

the family are forced to give place to (less competent) family members. The latest 

development within the family dynasties, with more women holding important 

positions, however, demonstrates a growing breadth and a larger meritocracy 
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component in the leadership culture. Blood relationships will no doubt continue to play 

a major role, but competence as measured by educational achievements, entrepreneurial 

ability and previous service will probably be elevated further.  

 

Among the negative aspects of family dynasties a tendency towards excessive regard 

for tradition should be included. This conservative characteristic, which can take the 

form of uncritical acceptance of the strategies of earlier generations, can be a 

substantial obstacle to new ideas and renewal. In the long run, this might result in less 

sentimental (non-family owned) companies developing more rapidly. Indeed, history is 

packed full with mature and emerging dynasties that have lost economic and political 

importance and more or less expired. In the case of Sweden, such losing families 

include Broström (shipping), Kemple/Carlgren (forestry), Kockum (shipbuilding), 

Mark and Carlander (textiles and ball and roller bearings), Wehtje (construction and 

cement) and Åhlen (department stores). In addition, the case of the Salén family has 

already been discussed. Several of these deceased dynasties share the misfortune of 

belonging to industries that have lost competitiveness due to increased 

internationalization (ship building, shipping and textiles). In other cases, the family has 

lacked competence and/or the financial strength required to maintain ownership control. 

Two critical factors have been the family‟s inability to hold on financially (high 

liquidity) and to recruit qualified and motivated co-workers. Weakness in terms of these 

important functions has also caused the boards of directors to lose the ability and 

courage to make important long-term investment decisions, which has been especially 

damaging when faced with weak markets. 

 

A characteristic of long-lived dynasties the preaching of value creating philosophies – 

hobbyhorses with strategic content that disciplines and guides the employees of the 

dynasty and the ownership sphere‟s companies. This study has provided examples of 

the most important philosophies in the Axelsson Johnson, Kamprad, Persson, Stenbeck 

and Wallenberg dynasties. Taking the Wallenbergs as an example, it reflects the 

family‟s central position in the development of the Swedish economy during 150 years. 

We also became aware of how the industrial and financial crises that have occurred 
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have left their imprint in the ownership philosophies. In addition, the fact that members 

of the Wallenberg family have had political assignments and participated in 

international negotiations, among other times, during two world wars has left an 

imprint on their set of guiding principles. 

 

Several of the dynasties have value creating philosophies that overlap. That is the case 

with the demands for unambiguous and forceful leadership, a high degree of self-

financing and a strong balance sheet, organic growth, path breaking entrepreneurship 

and control over processes. By the same token, these philosophies are general and can 

be found in virtually every profit-making corporation. They are thus not tied to a 

particular form of ownership, family ownership in this case, but rather are building 

blocks in all capitalistic market economies. It is also the case, however, that every 

dynasty has developed a number of unique value creating philosophies, such as was the 

case with the Wallenberg‟s discussed above. Some of these philosophies consist of 

responsibilities and obligations to the control owner. Others are designed for a 

socialization process whereby family members and employees within the ownership 

sphere are to be trained to grow into various roles all with the goal of keeping the 

family dynasty alive. These specific philosophies are of special importance during 

formative phases, such as generation shifts, but also are of value when the dynasty finds 

itself under political and economic pressure. 
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